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Chris Rudd.
ASB
Vice President.
President.
student senate
by Helen Christensen
ARBITER: You are theonly woman elected to an ASB
executive position in over ten years. How does it feel?
Rudd: Being a woman doesn't make any difference, it's
just as if a man had been elected. It may make a
difference to some other people, but it doesn't to me. I
have to take cracks from John Barnes, though.
ARBITER: As a former Senator from the school of Arts
and Sciences, what do you think are the major
accompUshments of the last senate?
Rudd: That's such a nasty question. It's very hard to
accomplish something injust one year. We had to deal
with many internal as well as external problems, but I
think we did a good job of trying to continue a trend of
getting in touch with the students. We started a Iiason
program which partially worked. We assigned certain
senators to living groups and organizations that told us
they were interested. We didn't get that much of a
response, some of them were interested, the majority
were not.
.
ARBITER: Anything else?
Rudd: Well, we almost bought a computer for student
services.

ARBITER: Senator Bill #9, dealing
with job
descriptions, Senate BllI #10, dealing with service awards and Senate Blll #11 dealing with employee
remuneration were all vetoed by former ASB president
Lenny Hertling. Do you think the new senate wlll try
to reintroduce them?
Rudd: Some of those bills I supported, some I did not. I
think the concepts behind the bills were basically sound
and they were needed. Whether they were needed in
the form in which they were passed by the senate, I don't know. The problems are still there, so hopefully
something will be followed up. Some of the new
senators have already expressed an interest in bringing
them up. I hope they'll be introduced in a revised form.
ARBITER: What goals have you set for yourself?
Rudd: I see myself basically as a communication link, a
go-between for the senate, executive branch and the
rest of the departments; I'm trying to find a way to get
students out there to come in, just average Joe Blow
students to come in and tell me what they think about
certain issues and what they want to have done. I don't
know for certain how I'll accomplish this, maybe I
should just have my office out on the lawn and wander

around talking to students with a tape recorder. I could
be the first roving vice-president.
ARBITER: What special projects wlll you be working
on next year?
. Rudd: The publication of student evaluations of
instructors is my pet project. My basic concept is to
publish the evaluations of instructors in the fall so that
new students will have some idea of what the
instructors are like. They need some way to tell if a
certain professor uses the kind of teaching methods
that they can get along with. In the past, this has
primarily been done by word of mouth, but I think we
need something more concrete. There are basically two
ways we could accomplish this, either have the students
rate instructors on a scale and then publish the results,
or have the students submit a written evaluation and
then have a committee sort through them and write a
composite. I really think the students have a right to
get an idea of what they can expect if they take a class
from a certain instructor.
ARBITER: How would you feel about a student-funded
day care center for BSU?
Rudd: I've always thought it's an excellent idea, except
[cont, on page 8]
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.Budweiser, ABC
.sponsor 'Pitch-In'
"Pitch In" Week, a national
student-oriented anti-litter and
beautification competition, will
be held April 18 through April
22, according to Edward F.
McLaughlin, president,
ABC
Radio Network, and Biff Jones,
advertising manager, Budweiser (Anheuser-Busch, Inc.).
Co-sponsored by Budweiser
and the ABC Radio Network,
this fourth annual competition
splits the country into five
areas ... northeast, south, central, west and southwest.
"In each of the areas, a first
place educational award of
$1,000, second place award of
$500 and third place award of
$250 will be presented
to
schools or organizations that
come up with' the most
imaginative and comprehensive
environmental
clean-up and
beautification projects on their
campuses or throughout their
communities," Jones said.
Hundreds of colleges, fraternities, sororities and various
campus organizations across the
country are expected to participate ..
"In addition to the clean-up
activities and aesthetic value,
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Intention cards prepared

If you were enrolled in one or
the competition is designed to
more Boise State University
improve relations between colcourse(s) Spring Semester 1977
leges and their local communand did not completely withities, "McLaughlin stated.
draw, we have prepared an
Participating
colleges and
Intention Card for you. If you
will notify the Admissions Office
campus organizations work in
cooperation with local Budwei- -- between 8:00 a.m., April 18,
and 12:00 noon, June 1, of your
ser wholesalers.
intention to enroll for the 1977
To enter the competition,
Summer Session, a .pre-printed
organizations should send a
registration
packet will be
letter or postcard indicating
willingness' to participate to
prepared for you. 1£ you do not
"Pitch In" Week Desk--6th
notify us of your intention to
Floor, c/o ABC Radio Network,
enroll, a packet will not be
prepared for you, and you will
1330 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, New York 10019.
be required to register on a
blank packet. Please notify the
Documentation of the results of
Admissions
Office of' your
"Pitch In" Week efforts may be
intention to enroll for summer
submitted by written summary
school by stopping by Room 10e
and may include photographs,
of the Administration Building
newspaper clippings, tapes,
. _ or by calling 385-1156.
• motion picture films, etc.
Students who were not
All
materials
submitted
enrolled at Boise State Univerbecome the' property of ABC
sity Spring Semester 1977 (new
Radio Network.
at B.S. U. for Summer .1977 or
The decisions by the panel of
former B.S.U. students who
judges will be final and the
were not enrolled spring 1977 or
competition
is void where
students who enrolled Spring
prohibited by law.
1977 but completely withdrew)
"The "Pitch In " Week concept
will need to submit a new
is altering attitudes and spreadapplication for admission no
ing enthusiasm for ecology drilater than 12:00 noon, June 1, in
ves that extend far beyond the
order to have a prepared
campuses," Jones added.
\

registration packet available.
Students submitting applications after 12:00 noon, June 1,
will be required to register on a
blank packet.

Registration
for the 1977
Summer Session is scheduled
for the University Gymnasium
Saturday, June 4. 9:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m.
.",
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Beginning this week, and continuing for the
remainder of the semester, the ARBITER
will be appearing on both Monday and
Thursday.
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campus ·new~
Groundbreckinq for foqtbridge
to toke place at Julia Davis
City and Boise State University
officials have been invited to
take part in groundbreaking
ceremonies at noon on April 19
to celebrate
the start
of
construction of a footbridge
joining Julia Davis Park and the
BSU campus.
Devin Smith, director of the
North Bank project, a Community Development funded program, said the ceremony to
which the public is invited
would be held on the north side
of the Boise River along South
Road, about 300 yards east of
the Boise Gallery of Art.
Invited to attend are Mayor
Richard Eardley, BSUJ)resident
John Barnes, Max Boesinger,
Idaho' Public Works director,
L.A. Gilmore, Community Deveopment director, Boise City
Board of Park Commissioners
and other city officials.

Economics
t~ present
scholarships
The Economic Department of
the BSU School of Business will
be presenting over $39,000 in
scholarships and awards on
Thursday, April 21 at 10:00 a.m,
in B 105.
- The funds were obtained from
local and university sources and
will be given to 102 students.
Recipients were selected under
a variety of different criteria and
both continuing and graduating
scholars.
The public is cordially invited
to attend the ceremonies.

Wb Corp., of Boise was
awarded the contract to construct the $121,000 bridge which
will provide access to both the
park and the campus and to the
university student mall.
The eight-footbridge will span
the river with one 216-foot arch.
It will be built with steel and
bricks and will be lighted for
nighttime use: The bridge will
adjoin the campus between the

'business
building
and the
library.
. Boise City's Department of
Community Development allocated $100,000 towards the
project and BSU earmarked
$25,000. The project is part of
the North Bank program which
calls for various improvements
along South Eighth Street
between Front Street and the
Boise River and in Julia Davis
Park.

Women's Year conference
to be held May 20-22
'{or oliwomen regardless'
The International Women's
Year Conference will be held
May 20,21 and 22 on the BSU
Campus. This conference is for
ail women, regardless of their
viewpoints, their ages, whether
they are home- or careeroriented (or both).
There will be task forces and
workshops on rural living,
women and credit, international
interdependence, health, rights
of homemakers, pregnancy and
parenthood and on employment.
An assessment of the legal,
economic, social and political
status of the women of Idaho
will also be given.
This is not a "women's lib"
conference. It is a conference at
.which women can express
themselves about their· own
needs and their own goals ...
whether these women choose
careers .as housewives, school
teachers, professionals, waitresses or any other vocation.

For further information contact: Betsy Park, Executive
Director, IWY 1514 w, Franklin.
Boise. 83702 (336-2161).

Benefit
in memory
of Green
There will be a benefit dance
at the Basque Center on April 23
between 5 and 12 in memory of
Cliff Green II.
Providing the music will be
"Oasis,"
"Paragon,"
"Spurtango,"
and •'Wilson and
Fairchild. "
Entrance charge will be $1.75
and 10 ounce beers will be $.30.
Proceeds will go to establish a
trust fund for Cliff Green III.

IK's earn awards
at Vegas confab
The Intercollegiate Knights of
Golden Plume Chapter, located
on the B.S.U. Campus, returned
last Saturday night from Las
Vegas, Nevada. Eleven members of the Chapter spent one
week attending leadership seminars & organizational workshops at The National Honorary
Service Fraternity's 1977 National Convention.
The Chapter was awarded the
efficiency award for the past
year. Chapter President Rex
Gregory received the award on
the chapter's behalf.
Golden Plume now boasts
having two National Officers
within the Chapter: Craig Dahlquist was elected to Royal Duke
or Vice President of the National
Organization, and Rod Marshall was appointed to the office
of Royal Earl of Area II. He will
be in charge of affairs for the
chapters
located in Boise,
Caldwell, Monmouth & MeMinnville, Oregon.

Four Chapter
members
received the outstanding Knight
Award.
'They are Craig
Dahlquist; Rex Gregory, Rod
Marshall and Bruce Chaffin. In
addition, Allan Hooper and
Brad Smith received the Outstanding Scholar Awards in the
Chapter.
The I.K.'s have been active on
the B.S.U. campus and community since 1940. They were
Nationally Chartered
at the
University of Washington in
,1922. They now boast of being
the oldest surviving National
Honary Service Fraternity in the
Nation ..
I.K. Chapters are presently
located in Washington, Oregon.
Idaho, Montana, Utah, Nevada,
Missouri, Texas and Oklahoma.
They now plan on expanding to
universities located in Colorado
and towards the East.
Next year they are looking
forward to holding their National Convention in Texas.
\

Residential Life opens
Director position
The Office of Student Residential Life is taking applications
for the position of Resident
Director for 1977-78.
The
position requires experience
with residence halls; supervisory ability specifically in the
areas of the physical operation
and management of a residence
hall, and advising and counseling students; the ability to
advise residence hall staffs and
student government structures;
and an awaremess of current
trends in residence hall pro-

grammi!1g and the ability to
implement these.
Remuneration is room and board plus
approximately $5,000 for the
academic year. Applications are,
now available from the Office of
Student Residential Life, Room
110, Administration Bldg. Boise
State University, 1910 University Drive, Boise Idaho 83725.
Applications must be in by May
1, 1977. Candidates are not
discriminated against on the
basis of sex, national origin,
race, religion or age.

Alpha Kappa Psi members
participate

in March

Honorary workshop

START GOING PLACES IN THE NAVY
As an officer in the U.S. Navy. you will
have a unique opportunity to gain experience as a leader in the dynamic world of
ships at sea.
19 weeks of Officer Candidate School
prepares you for four years of meeting

daily challenges and facing the responsihilities of command at sea. Start at ahout
$10,500 and increase to about $1.7,000 in
four years. The Navv has alot to offer. It's
not for everyone. but it may be right for
you. Contact the Navv Officer Programs
Represent at ive.

Be someone special. In the Navy.

Several members of Alpha
Kappa Psi business fraternity
spent their time and energy
participating in a Leadership
workshop sponsored by Beta
Sigma
Lambda
Honorary
Society on March 5.
The Workshop began at 10:15
and lasted until 4:00 which
included a luncheon hosted by
Dr. David Taylor, Vice-President of Student Affairs.
Dr. Robert Boren and Mr.
Dave Rayborn presented short
talks on Leadership Dynamics
and Perspectives of Leadership:
These members
of Beta
Sigma Lambda Eta presented

areas of emphasis including:
service projects, publicity; fund
raising, and graphics.
Members of Alpha Kappa Psi
attending were; Gerti Arnold,
Brenda Brill, Shane Bengoechea, Tracy Miller,
Barry
Takeuchi, Randy French, Jan
Naugler, Michael Gifford,Miren
Totorica, Reid Walrers, Tony
Chirico and -Bob Naugler.
Alpha Kappa Psi congratulates
President Toni Portmann and
the members of Beta Sigma
Lambda Eta on their very
excellent and professional presentation of the Leadership
Workshop.
I
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. as the main objection to 'Senate'
recognized as a' campus organ'by
SellateBillsllU
and 1113 were':
'full-time students'andaSlper
Bill #9 (job desCription). Senate .
ization.'
---Fiftee!l new senators were,
'pas~d, '~r the' final time and
,semester,' ere't hour per sem:
Bill 1110 (service
awards)
Final thanks were offered to 'all '
sworn, in by' Chief Justice
sent to' then ASB President"
ester hike fo(pati-time,
and
, keeeived disapproval because of '
, , senators from. then Vice-presiSh~wna 'Lee 'followiilg' 'the
Lenny H~rt1ing" fOt considerasummer students.' The ,propos8l '
its limited :scopem arbitrarily
'dent Hoffman and a round of'
regular meeting and'subsequent : '
tion. '" Senat,e ' Bill ' 1111 was
was ~esigned' to finance the
,
eStablishing only four levels of
applause,'
returned' to 'the
"siDe ,dieadjoumment
of 'the
approved
over.a
negative.
construction, of 'an apartment
:payfor service awards.- ; The '
Vice-president. With no further
, possibility, of substantially de- ,
: 1976-77 Senate. All'tookthcii\,
reeommendationpresented
'by;
complex similar to the now'
~usin~ss , "efore ,them,
Pete
oaths after Lee' hadadminis';~:
'the' Judiciary Council~ ',' The
ex.isting "Towers"
dormitory
creased revenue' for both the
, PetersOn moved 'to adjourn sine,
tered the' affirJDanon, to Presi-, ' 'Council bad found thai the pieCe
structure, anda financing study'"
Arbiter and the Les Bois was the
, die. The motion passed by vpice
dent Mike I.Ioffman; Viee-presi-, ,
'of ,legislation' had npe been,
for the project suggested that
major reason for the vetoing of
vote.
'
" dent Chris Rlidd, aiid Treasurer
' properly inveStigated and' that:
the rents
the occupants
-.'., Senate Bill 1111. No further
, Steve ArtiS. ' The new Senate . : "the Consequences had not ~n
, would not be 'sufficient to meet
, action was taken by the Senate
, ,---Former A~BPresident Lenny.
on any of .these. pieces of
then conducted' a shoO:business '
considered.' ,it was then sugthe monetary needs 'of the ven-.
Hertling ,approved'three
reo
meetfug.
' gested t,hatbefore final approval
ture, Hoffman" then reported
legislation as, that ,bOdy bad
cently approved, Senate Bills
.President Hoffman, presented '
was given to thebUl" that the, " that the item had been removed
adjou~ed when the final vetoes
and vetoed three others on April
his 'report
ana ,a list' of'
. senate, cOnsult, with' both the'
from the State Board's proposed
were received. '
12.
" , '
,
temporary appointments. John
Arbiter and,,,,,the LeS Bois: to
agenda following a consultstion
, ---The'Financiai Advisory Board
,. Bertling signe~ Senate Bill 117
Priscilla was presented for the
determine tho~ consequences.
.with Dr. Barnes. Hoffman cone"
held its first regular meeting .
which was added to the already
position of Administratiye' AsA short round' of'debate fol-".
luded th~_reportby.suggesting'
,
under the new ASB administra• established Senate ,Act 11·16 on
sistant to 'the presid~nt.
lqwed on the' que'st,ionand the
_,that the senate might want to' ' 'the' structure and authority of ' , tion on W~dnesday April12~ "
,Priscilla would combine the two, '
. final:vote .was seven. in favor, _' 'consider some kind of resolution
Hearings were conducted on the
, ,the ASBSU ,Election Board.
, positions formerly available
four against; 'and one lJ,bstain.:
concerning the matter.
budgets recently submitted by
Senate Bill 118
approved,
under- the, last administration
Senate, Bill 1113 was passed
the ,Broadcast' Board and the
and added to the established
" and the semce award woUld be
without a disscmtittg,vote.-:
'Then;,
Arts' 'and' SCienc'es'
Arbker.
'
Senate Act illS which sets up,
• upped hom 575 fOf each of the " ", ,Then: Vice-president
,Mike
Senator Mike Sciales commentthe regulation's and procedures
two assistants to 512S for "the
'Hoffman reported on 'the Ex-·' . ,ed saying, "1 am appalled and
---The JudiCiary Council, will
. " for J\SBSU elections. Hertling
.,singlepositi~n.
,Jerry: Michelecutive Council meeting held
'disgusted
by tJte lack of
hold
meeting on the afternoon
also, approved' Senate Bill lIi3
son was' suggested for the,,'
'earli~r that week.' He b~ught to,
integrity of the adniinistration in ,
of
Thursday;
April
21, on . the
.
, which ~organized the structure
position. of Business M~na~er
,the Senate's attention ,the fact
this matter. , Student input is "
proc~dures
for
'possible
incorof the Program~ Board as it was
: while' Hooly, Welsh; Marty,
that there was a proposal 'before
essential when such an obvious- ,
poration of the ASB. Inte,rested
outlined in Senate Act #8. All
Weber and Mike Sciales were 'to ' "the State Board of Education to
Iyimportant
decision of this , students are welcome to attend. '
bills had been approved during
join the 'Personnel Seleaion'
'raise:student fees to ;subsidize''''
kincl'is'beii)g' oonsiderea." ;,,'
'~--Openings
on', many ASB
the last two regular', Senate
Commi,ttee, on a temporary'
th~ BSU,' student
housing
No official action was taken on',
committees
and
'boards are now'
meetings.
being
filled.
Applications
and '
basis. Temporary appointments
system. Hoffman pointed out
' the issue.
,
Senate Bills #9, '10" and ,tt
were also made to, the Student
'that the, proposal had been
' In othe'r busiliess,the ,Senate
information
abOut
student
inwere vetoed in separate 'letters
, "P~licy Board and the' Fina,ncial, .
submitte~' for State Board
allocated' $900 to the Special
volvement
'in
the
ASB
can
be'
to then Vice-president H9ffman ..
Advisory Board. ToniPortmann
' 'approval
without a.ny student
'Olympics' Program that was
obtained
from
the
ASB
office
on
Hertlmg ,sited the possible
and Lenny Hertling will sit on
notification ot input into the
'recognized last week:
The
the
second
floor
of
the
SUB.
disruption of ASBdepartments
, the former and both Welsh and
question.' He went on to say
funds will be used to pay for the
Hertling will be members ofthe
that 'mention of that propOsal
housing oftheatheletes
partici- ,
latter. The Senate 'approved all
had not been initiated by Dr.
pating in that event when they
appointme~ts on a', stipulated'
John Barnes, but had ,been
arrive on the campus at the end,
, temporary :basis by voice vote. "
brought ,to
the Council's
of May. 'The constitution
,Vice-president Rudd then proattention by Hoffman, himself.
presented by Sigma Phi Epsilon
,posed that 'Senators
Ernie,
ThepoopOsai itself' specifically
, was' unaniinously accepted and
Watkins: of the School of'
asks for ,a $10 increase for
that organization' was officially

DIae'" ~,'

was '

from

"

wasalsa

a

.

C

, Busmess, T~rry"Standk of the'
, School of Edueation; and' Craig "
Hurst of the School of ' Arts and'
Sciences be permanently 'ap~"
pointed to thcf vacant Senate
'seats on theFAB.
These
appointments, were ',also ap-·
,proved.
,,','
,There' was no further business'
before tbe body, ~ adjournment, '
was 'approv~d by voice, vote.
" The next Senate meeting will
be hetd,on April 19 in the Senate
Chambers.:
Studentpartjci.:',
, pation, is encouraged
and " '
appreCiated. '
'" '
-'--The 1976-7iSenatemet',
for" '
th,e last time"onTuesday~ April",
. 12.. Business was 'confined to
,finishing what had been 'begwi
at p~vious sess~o~s. "
'

.

,Caution!
Rock on theR()a'd.

t,
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opinion
"

-editorial-------------..,..

Expect no miracles

if you've no faith
For some time it has been an unspoken goal of the ARBITER
staff to expand. In expanding we hope to broaden our coverage
of Boise State activities, everything
from athletic events to
notable professors. The method by which we have chosen to
expand is publication twice a week, Monday evenings and
Thursday evenings. The reason I put this in editorial form is
because it affords me the opportunity to express my gratitude to
those loyal and diligent persons who burned the midnight oil
(usually 30-40 hours a week). Yes, the wonderful gang called the
Arbiter staff. Unlike- many past members of the Associated
Student Body who hadn't the vaguest idea of the meaning of the
word "work," these people do.
The great majority of past ASBSU personnel would bumble in
two or three hours a week (after all, they did have to pick up their
service award checks) and would request that the ARBITER put
in more time. If they were ex-senators,
then they were more
interested in expressing the way, they would run the ARBITER
if they had the chance. But then again, I've been in the
ASBSU for 3'12 years, and as far as I know, ex-senators
have a bad habit of never getting
off their dead butts
or doing anything but bitching about people who are in the
ASBSU.
To sum it allup.jt is my feeling that people in the ASB who do '
not spend time or work within the confines of the ARBITER have
no idea as to how the ARBITER should be run. It is foolish to
dictate policy when you have no expertisev-It is also foolish to
,expect miracles from people you have no faith in.

1.S.

1
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fifth
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'Splendid opportunity'
By Chuck Bufe
In WHY NOT THE BEST Jimmy Carter called
it "a splendid learning opportunity."
Carter's
"splendid
opportunity"
was his
participation
in the Trilateral Commission.
.. Carter.' s fellow trilateralists
impressed him to'
such an extent that he has seen fit to appoint-Lt
of them to important
positions
within his
administration.
All told, 16 trilateralists
(including Carter and VP Mondale) hold high'
government
posts.
Those
16 comprise
approximately one-fourth of American Trilateral Commission members.
Among
those
presently
in government
"service"
are:
Harold Brown -- Secretary of Defense
Cyrus Vance -- Secretary of State
W. Michael Blumenthal
.- Secretary of the
Treasury
Zbigniew
Brezinski
National
Secruity
Advisor
Andrew Young -- Ambassador to the U.N.
The Trilateral Commission was founded four
years ago by Chase Manhartan Bank chairman
David Rockefeller,
with help from the Ford
Foundation and the Rockefeller Brother's Fund.
It's formation was a direct result of the
breakdown
of the world economic system,
among the causes of which were the Nixon
devaluation of the dolIar in 1971, the increasing
likelihood of default by at least some third world
nations on foreign debts, and the foundation of
QPEC and the resultant drastic change in the
terms of trade re energy.
The purpose of the Trilateral Commission was
to be nothing less than to lay the foundation for
a new world economic system, not necessarily a
fairer system, but at least a more rational one.
The foundation of the new system was to be the
hegemony ofthe developed countries, the U.S.,
Japan, and Western Europe, hence the term
trilateral.
To draw up the plans for this new economic
order, Rockefeller recruited prominent bankers,
businessman,
politicians and the best scholars
that money could buy in the "trilateral"
nations.
Foremost among the academics was
Zbigniew Brezinski, Carter's National Secruity
Advisor, and, incidentally, one of the principle
intellectual apologists for the U. S. intervention
in Vietnam.
Other members of the Trilateral Commission
include members of the boards of directors of
many major
corporations
including
Sears
Roebuck, Chase Manhattan Bank, Mitsubishi,
Lloyds of London, the Bank of America, Time
Inc., Texas Instruments,
Royal Dutch Petroleum, Nippon Steel, etc., etc.

revisited

Shortly after the commission
was founded
Brezinski . became
director
and under his
leadership the Trilateral Commisssion began to
grind out a steady stream of position papers
outlining
the shape of the proposed
new
economic system.
Subjects of the papers
, include relationsbetween
thetrilateral
powers
and OPEC, energy, raw materials, the crisis of
democracy
in the western
world, and the
international
monetary
system.
All of the
Trilateral
Commission's
position papers are
available from Triangle Press, Room 711. 345
East 46 Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
The economic order envisioned in these papers
features a stabilization in the supply and price
of raw materials, a rationalization
of the world
monetary system with a new currency (special
drawing rights--SDR)
replacing gold and the
U.S. dollar, an attempt
to split the OPEC
nations from the rest of the third world. a
coordinated
foreign policy approach
by the
trilateral
powers,
a de-emphasis
of direct
intervention in the third wortdby the trilateral
powers--regional
powers such as Brazil, Iran.
Saudi Arabia and Indonesia
would do any
necessary dirty work, and the co-optation of the
ruling elites in those regional powers.
The policy of co-optation is clearly spelIed out
in an article by Tom Farer in the October, 1975
issue of what is usually referred
to as the
"prestigious
journal"
Foreign Affairs:
There was a creaming off and co-optation of
the natural elite of the working class (in the
U.S.). Some members were drawn off early by
opening the channels to higher education ... Their followers were pacified in very smalI
measure
by vicarious
participation
in the
stru~ure of power and in very large measure by
receipt of slightly increased shares of a very
rapidly growing pie. There is no evidence that
any existing wealth was redistributed.
Farer goes on to observe that:
For the most part, Third World elites are even
less ~~mmitted to human equality as a general
con~ltton of humanity than we are. They are
talking about greater equality between states.
And i~ their largely authoritarian
systems, the
state IS they...
The central fact is that the
overal.1 number of people who have to be given a
stake In. the essential structures of the existing
economic system is relatively small.
(quoted in the Nation, April 7, 1977)
In pr~ctice this co-optation involves making
s~mbohc political concessions
to the' ruling
eh~es of some third world countries
_. the
Trtla~eral Commission
has suggested
that
~r~ztl, Iran, Mexico and Saudi Arabia be
invtted to join the Organization
for Economic

[cont, oil page9l
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FAiftor~ the, ADri'E1t

,,:, bQOt,-,my wond~~ changed to' .'
.
"
.... ,~.anger;.nd
l~g8n .cursing the'
'. I have read and heard' a lot of ,"
~tstore,for
.charging such an '
opinions abo~t the BSU Campus'.': ,'. 'outrag<Ous ,pri~~ ..' A few tkys·
Store. . It .seems themost."~:
": ago. however': t....earned. why,]
,popular belief. is·. that the, ::" 'had paid so muetLOut
of the
Bookstore_ is exploiting the"·. '$9.97 t~at was '~~arg~d for each
. students-by ,charging ,outrageO-". ' book.S6 wenttQ·the.·authors for
· us prices;' I think that it is time '.,'-: : royalties." , ·111a(,;, means the ..'
that a few of the. real culprits are": ; . students paid'$3~900 (600 books
exposed.
.
at' 56 per 1'09ic) ..f,?r the
'1 refer to a group of four
opportunity to tiav'tlsuch clever
.. professors who decided to make.
'professors to
from.
· a little extra money off' the'
-Scott Tudehop¢::hl'-his letter
students whose. major is under.'
(ARBITER April)i>. mentioned
· the School of Business.'
. an ego trip. Im~gine how far an
There are certain ,courses
' ego can go for the .price of a new
. which are required for. all
car! I questionthe
ethics of
business students. One of these
people who WOUld. charge
courses is a business communi',students admission in order to
cations. class.
'. These fous.
take a required course. And this
,professors-perhaps
abetter.'
is riot 'all. lini told that there will
word would be profiteers~dec.i~
.be a "revised"'editionfor
next·
ded that .they could make a
year. which means the Bookstobetter textbook for the' course
re will not be able to buy these
·than is available from outside
books. back.
publishers. They proceeded to "
At some universities. there. are
write. the book and the, BSU .
regulations
on' .how much
Print. Shop published'it.The
royalties can be asked.Otliers do
department then required this
not allow royalties' on required- .
"masterpiece"
for all ~ections
bOOks. Boise ~tate has no such
of the course.
.'
.'
policy;Studenfs
are at the
In January, I decided it was
mercy oftbe few money-hungry
time to get thi,s re.quirement out
'carpetbaggers on campus mas•of . the wl,ly.·
Being
the·
.querading
professors ..
unsuspecting.
naive student'
If:you think -this practice is
· that I am, 'I registered and.' ..• unethical; write 'to your repres, bought the required book. .' I
entatives in the' student senate
wondered why the price was so'
and to your ASB~U president.
high for the quality of the book. . .
.
After .. lookin~. throug~· the .' .
Ed JohnSon
,.

.[

.

activities'whi~h a~;direcled at·.'
Qod-cente~ed 'goals. ..,'
.
In the April 4th issue of the - .' iii the April 4th article, there .
Arbiter, there was an article,
were several false' statements
Written", by Mr.:, Otuck 'Bufe
, and .iniplicati~ns ,Made direetly
which "deafly 'attacked' the.'
about The Unification Church;
Unification, Church in several":
it's no surprise howsuch
thhtg .
ways. '. I am Richard Oben,
could ,happen ... on his way out .
director of. the' Unification'
the door, the interviewer told .'
Church of Boise; perhaps the
me he is an atheist.
student and faculty readers can, ' .. We in The Unification Church
appreciate the answers I have to '. ·nev~r
could stand a chance, to
offer. .,
.hlde that we are a' religious
The article first stated that I
.. group of people. 'Prayer 'is the
deniedthat C~A.R.P. isa"tool of. "
very backbone ()f our daily 'life;
· the Unification Church;' 'Those
. Bibles elm be found in almost·
are words from someone' else,
.every 'room' of . our Church
not from me., lstat~dclearly
Center .... the shelves bold nuthat C.A.R.P; is an activity of, . ,merou's versions. " .'
· 'students who are. eithe~. memb- .
There are so ..many aspects of .
ers of the Unification Church. or
lire
in The Unification Church,
who may not be, but who are
that
there is' not .one ·activity
nonetheles~ conCerned to furthwhich
isaroutine to follow. We
.. er such go'als as (l)the revivalof
are
:concerned
to' live' life
the Judeo-Christian foundation
according to guiding.' moral
'. of d~mocracy, (2) better corom-'":'
. 'principles, and the result is 'that
, unication between arid unity of'
in The Unification Church I have'
religIon and science, (3) the
found the most loving' people.
continual' revitalization: of educMy life 'is . one ,of cOnstantly
· ation asa~ asset to fulfilling real
meeting ~ple
.from all; religoals, arid (4) the exchange of.
'gious and ~non-religious; back- .
understanding and cultures of .
grounds, everyday.
Yet the
the East and. West. C.A.R.P.
reason that members' cling so
was founded by students.· to
strongly, to each. other, and to
ful~lthe
needs of the society
. working in the .path that Sun
and. to build 'good leaders', who
" Myung Moon has, gone himself,
are leadmg a God-eentered way
of life. It shou,ldnot matter
what church a student belQngs
to; .the goats are u,niversal.
C.A.R~P. students in New York
colleges areholditig'
acti~ties
fOr large numbers of peOple. at '
, several campuses,. including'
. .
Columbia University, and guest
slJeakerscome
there, from'
by .MDlynn James
various '. schools, humanitarian
'and spiritual groups .. 'AlsO,
.C;A.R.P. students produce a
stimulating'
newspaper,
the.
WORLD STUDENT. ,TIMES,
, which· ,is solely a, sttidtm~
· undertaking .. '

a:

I:
..'

..

'.

-

.'

.

from. the time of his firSt:church.
built,of mud and cardboard' in "
Korea;' is that there •is .avery
strong" invisib'e ' bond . which
holds us all tightly together---it
'is calfed unselfish ·I~ve.' .Is: that '
bad?
People have accusedvand.
created .every .conceivable idea .
about 'why Unification Church
· members sacrifice so much and
work So hard, They say many
times we are "brainwashed".
· There is only one "mysterious
· forcev'which draws me to Sun
Myung Moon. No drugs. no
bars on the windows,
no
incredible mind-control tactics-only pure love;'
, We pray and . live our lives
centered around God. through
Christ.
. At a Christmas
celebration. 1976,' Sun Myung
Moon said. "His way of life was
God's way of life. Jesus was
bOrn for the will of God ... At His
death; He took with Him the·
'dignity of the Messiah to the'·
.; cross."
.

.

.

"

.

· Can a prophet be huinan? Who
is Sun Myung Moon? .Who 'is he:
. for you?' It depenc;ts on whom
· you ask. Our Center is at 715 N.
9th St .. 343-6951 cOme and find
out something for yourself.

I~am

as

Women's Symposium starts Aprit29
'.

, It is interestipg to note that'
. many'p~ple,
especially those
'who don~t believe in GOd, easily'
'.get upset that Sun' Myung Moon
has inspired so many young
people to form programs which.
work for 'positive changes in our\
'sOciety. ''The goals are" spiritual, .
and social; because if we look at ' .
, the big picture of the youth
Ameiica;especially considering ,
the breakdown of moral standard~ 'and' the, family unit., it is'
easy to see th'at we need deeper
,
and

of .'

better

relationships

"

~.

Yaga. '(See the notice, in the
Arbit~r.Messenger.)
.
On. Sunday af 2PM, we"will
,have' our· oWn FREE concert by
· Baba Yaga; in the Ada Lounge; .
SUB.,' This proPlisesto 'bea
beautiful sharing of' aceom.plished_Jeminist Latin~f1avored
-jazz by the 6-womanband from
Portland. . All are welcome to '
· come and enjoy.with us this rare
opportunity for Boise, Idaho.
and for BSU!

.

.

.

.

'

','

.

.'

'.'

...

,

.

.. at . 342·2869 •. or Vicki at .
. ,,336~2873, or co~e.' to the next
.'.. Women's AllianCe Meeting.a.
,"Potluck scheduled' for Monday; ..
. April' 25th,at:6PM,.·
in' the."
Minority CUltu~al·Center; .2256
.' University Drive;' We welcom~
your·. ideas, Conversation' and
company!:'
.
If you have any poetry or'at:tto '
sharewitli us. or any. suggestions or energy to add . the
syml,'Osilim. please call Millynn

to

------~-----.

.

.'

.'

.,

MARGE PIERCY.'
WE LOVE YOU! ..

-
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Stump
SUNY class gets
pie in the face
Campus Digest News Service
As students know well, many
college instructors teach courses
that end up being unintentionally funny. However, there is
now a course in which the
instructor wants to be laughed
at. For he is a professional
clown, teaching college students
the fine art of pie-in-the-face
humor.
John Towsen, a graduate of
the Ringling Brothers
and
Barnum and Bailey Clown
College in Florida, is now

performing his pratfalls behind
the ivy walls of the State
University of New York campus
in· Westchester County, N.Y.
In his course in clowning,
Towsen teaches his students
that one can enjoy being a clown
even if he or she doesn't do it
professionally.
A sample of
what the students learn in
Towsen's class: in making up,
don't "paint a picture" but
"paint your character'" instead.
Wait until the behavioral
psychologists at SYN.Yget hold
of that!

TRIVIA·RAT
by Mark Brough

4 What was "Little Nellie" in
"You Only Live Twice"?

9 Who won the "He is Man"
Trophy in 1956?

1 - What song starts like this:
"Some men climb a mountain,
some men swim a sea, some
men fly above the sky, they
aren 't what they must be!"

5
What famous hotel was
formerly on the site of the
Empire State Building? •

10 True or False: During World
War II, "Rosie'; was a railway
man?

2 In Alfred Hitchcock's movie
"The Birds", what was the
name of the California town that
was attacked?
3
Carl Hubbell
is best
remembered for striking out five
of baseball's most powerful
hitters consecutively in the 1934
All Star Game. Can you name
these players?

11 Identify this movie: Lola
Albright: "Aren't you taking
this Army life a bit too
seriously?"
John Ericson:
"I'm a professional
soldier.
Sylvia."
12 Who won the Oscar for best
actress in the movie "Danger.
ous" (1935)?

In the television series
"Father Knows Best" (1954
starring Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt) what was the familiy's
last name?
:;j,

6

Who was Vice-President
1949?

7

in

8 Name all four of Sid Ceasar's
t.v. wives.

[Ans, on page lSI

Horosco~

Leo: Fall back and regroup
For The Week Of AprU 18-24
Copley News ServIce

aside and view the situation
logically. A friend becomes a
good sounding board.

ARIES: [March 21 to April
19]--Financial pressures could
descend if you have overextended or let obligations slide.
Use extreme caution in all
money matters.
Stay with
conservative attitudes and honest dealings.
Wind up old
projects.

LEO: [July 22 to Aug. 21]--A
good time to faIl back and
regroup. Work quietly in the
background and you can accom-'
plish a' great deal. Assets you
hold jointly with another are
favored now. Be demonstrative
with friends and loved ones.

TAURUS: [April 20 to May
201--Clear off your desk by
finishing up tasks already in
progress so you can be ready for
new beginnings coming up
soon. Concentrate on your goals
and be alert for opportunities
around you.
Control your
emotions.

VIRGO: [Aug. 22 to . Sept_
221--You are stimulated creatively now. Find an outlet in
artistic hobbies where 'inspiJ;ation can be used. Some process
involved in long-range goals
may not work out so weIl.
Accept it philosophically and try
a new approach.

GEMINI: [May 21 to June
21]--Tackle problems with confidence. Broaden your outlook
and be open to new approaches
in career matters.
Evaluate
budget and pare down expenses
whenever possible.
Guard
against
temperamental
outbursts.

LIBRA: [Sept. 23 to Oct.
221--Act at all times with
forethought. Plan your moves-use logic, not impulse. Be firm
and emphatic to discourage one
who is interested in· you but
doesn't come up to your moral
standards.
Curb extravagant
urges.

CANCER: [June 22 to July
21]--You could be making an
important decision now and you
feel the pressure.
Don't act
impulsively or adopt an l-don'tcare attitude.
Set emotions

SCORPIO: [Oct. 23 to Nov.
21]-~Expend your energy toward
completing things already in
progress instead of beginning
something new.
Stay with
routine, and get plenty of rest.

'You could reap profits from a
previous investment now.
SAGITTARIUS: [Nov. 22 to Dec.
21]--You attract attention now
by winning out over a competitor. Disillusionment in romance
is possible for the single.
Things could be a little tight in
career matters resulting in a
decline of income.
CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22 to Jan.
19]--Be conscientious
about
money
now.
Stay with
conservative practices-Mit will
payoff for you later. Disregard
gossip that stems from jealousy.
Be self-reliant and volunteer for
extra work when needed.
AQUARIUS: [Jan. 20 to Feb.
18]-- There could be some
radical changes now and you
may be separating from someone or something in the past to
free you for new beginnings.
Trust your own decisions--don't
feel guilt or regret.
PISCES: [Feb. 19 to March
20]--Be alert for business
opportunities
around you.
Listen to suggestions from one
who may become a partner in a
business of your own. Single
Pisceans appear headed for the
altar. Finances improve--save
it!

~~Z.l

DOWN

ACROSS

C
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S
S
W
O
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1. Oppose
7. Cease
11. Eliminated
as a possibility: 2 wds.
13. Tramp
14. -top
•
15. Casals' instrument
16. Grew old
17. Humbug!
19. Timeof
youth and
indiscretion:
2wds.
21. Mysterious
"things" in
the air: inits,
23. Yield
24. Rakeswitti
gunfire
26. Ointment
30. Court game
31. Quit: 2 wds.
33. Lipstick
shades
34. Ontario's
.
capital
35. Chide
37. Humorists
38. Lines of
bold cliffs
43. Clear profit
44. Shah's country
45. Turf misplaced by a
golfer
47. Concerning
48. Chain segment
49. Teetered
51. Gentlewoman
52. Slumbered
. noisily

1. Pursue: 2
wds.
2. - Paso
3. Amoment:
abbr.
4. March days
5. Consoles
6. Sheer silk
fabrics
7. Herring
"relative"
8. Roman robe
9. Follow
orders
10. Bean-holders
11. Healthy
12. Frog's
kin
18. Songstress,
Lena 20. Exclude
22. Beach view
:I

25. Tightly
36.
closed hands
27. Swear
38.
28. Communist , 39.
hero
40.
29. Spoke in
41.
low tones
42.
31. Exacted
revenge: 2 46.
.
wd~.
32. Mailed
50.
34. Neatens
(up)
•

5

8

8

":--------AH 5PRINCr!

21

:10

. 51

Copley News Service
Reprinted from POCKET CROSSWORD PUZZLES with
the permission of Dell Publishing Co., Inc. Copyright ©
1975 Dell PUblishing Co., Inc. All rights reserved.
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Jack ... iedt,-1OjiIom0re: I'm
: against it because', I've heard
.' that ..most of the buildings on .
campus . are. paid for. by. the'
students and 1 think ari outside'
.source like' the . government
. should pay for it.
.'

\: . 'A~J,$.ee It:~..·,~;..: :.:
r

.

;.,:..":.:

,.~in·::'''i [ij

.

~_~;;

:""'-~i'i"
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,'> .~, .. ,.,,:., ."' ",, ..• ,.

"Y"YbiT"can' t ~'ericoUriter"yotirse'lf'w;th'Our' ciffiersclrBund'
r-

"Look, forget 1 said it. Why
can't say anything nice, don't
don't
you just hang in there for a
say anything 'at all, that's my
while'
and do what the leader.
motto, and 1 stuck to it." •
.suggests,
Then, when you get it
"You're supposed to tell 'the
all
together
you can split." ..
truth,"
Maurice groaned. "
See'
what
I mean about
"That's
how you encounter
Maurice?
,yourself.
Unless you ; tell. the
truth,' you can't know who you
are. ". .
'
"I knowwho 1 am enough to.
keep myself from making a fool
out of myself.. Can you inagine
what those' nice people . would
think, about me' if 1 told them
" what I really think about them?
Really ,Maurice." ,
10725.' severat medical reports and
"What are you -supposed to do
studies are cited which illustrate the,
next week? he asked. ' '
thesis, that marijuana' affects . the
. "Well,·the instructor is- going'
memorY. Citations from~ea;'ings to'
. to teach us to meditate .." .He
.determine the dangarof marijuana
wants us to Ieam to separate the
are quoted and old medicai evidence'
spirit fromthebody.~aurice,
w/:lich had claimed marijuana to be a .
does that . sound healthy to'
safe drug is refuted against new eviyou?"
.
.dence. Future projections are.made
as well as a: summary. 15pp'13 ftnts. .
, "I'm sure it will be alright.
. 17bib.
.
.
..
Lots of people meditat~~ They
believe that by going out of your .: . This,. and 5,000 other unusually'
.relevant .research, papers. are.
, mind. you can .come to ,your
" .
.
described as above In our new
senses. '.
. ' .. "
,
.1977
mali-order. catalog. Send $1.
"I certainly. have no' intention
to:
Pacific'
ReBearch~ P.O.' Box ..
of going auto!
.mfnd «.: How
5043-0A,
.
Seattle,
WA)J81 09. "
can you< even suggest' such.'
. thing?" .
..

DIE. EFFECT OF,
',MAlUdlJDA'

'SMO"G'

"ONJUMDRY

my
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.
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State Board renews Barnes, approves budgets
President John Barnes of Boise
State will remain here for at
least another year. Barnes' contract was renewed. Earlier it
had been speculated that Barnes was in for a serious reprimand at the State Board of Education meeting held last week in
Pocatello. According to board
Vice-President, A.L. Butch Alford, it was a very routine
annual
sit-down.
Barnes
received no more criticism for

his leadership at BSU than other
presidents have received.
The board members approved
a parking fee increase which will
become effective next fall.
General on-campus parking will
be increased from $2 to $3 while
the $30 reserved fee will be
increased to $35 for a twelve
month period. The $30 reserved
fee will remain the same for a
nine month permit.
The
revenue from the increases will

a.s.b.s..
u.
prafiles
[cent, from page 1]
we need to come up with a day care program that can
eventually become self-supporting. The ASB could not
afford to put out $10,000 to $15,000 every year just to
support day care.
ARBITER: What do you think of the new senators?
Rudd: It was very disillusioning this year when about
half the senate resigned. I'm hoping that won't happen
next year, but I'm preparing for it just in case. They
are really a very intelligent group. I can already see
some conflicts developing, there's some, very strong
minded people in there. Given a few months, I think
we're going to see a very aggressive senate. I don't
think that's bad, it's very good, if they're aggressive in
the right direction.
.
ARBITER: How would you feel about a student fee
increase to build a multi-purpose pavillion?
Rudd: We have not had a substantial fee increase in
many years. For anything. We've got Title IX staring
us in the face. We've got one year left to comply. The
only way we're going to get around Title IX is to have a
fee increase for women's athletics.
In last years'
survey, the students said they absolutely did not want a
fee increase for women's athletics. We have the lowest
fees in the state and we're really hurting. As far as a
fee increase for the pavillion, that's strictly up to the
students. Obviously, they don't want one, therefore I
wouldn't support it at all. If it were given to us for
free, they'd take it. But when it comes to spending
their own money, they don't want it. I don't thinkthe
students realize how hard it is to get the state to build
us anything, let alone an auxiliary type building. The
students at ISU paid for the Mini Dome, the students at
U of I paid for the Kibbie Dome. It's crazy to think the
state is going to build us a pavilion.
ARBITER:How do you feel about Dr. Barnes' proposed
$10 fee increase to build a married student housing
complex?
Rudd: At the time we were told that the student
apartment complex would have no impact' on student
fees, the financial study had not yet been completed.
When the study did come out, it said that rent for a one
bedroom apartment would have to be around $200 a
month. That's really outrageous for student housing.
So, the Financial Vice President's office stated that the
only way it could be built is if we had a fee increase.
Now the ASB never received a copy of the financial
study, so we didn't know anything about it until it
appeared on the State Board agenda.
There was
absolutely no student input on this proposal. We were
able to ipe suade Barnes to postpone bringing it up
before th
ate Board. We now have two months to
figure ou[,at
we want to do with it before it comes up
again. It as very disillusioning to find out that if we
hadn't caught it at the last minute, they would have
proceeded without any student input whatsoever.
ARBITER: How closely do you plan to work with the
Barnes' administratl~n?
Rudd: Hopefully I'll be able to work very closely with
them. I really have a reputation to live up to as far as
Mike's (former Vice President Mike Hoffman) work this
year. I mean he did virtually everything. He was in
five places at once all through his term. The ASB has
always had a fairly good relationship with the
administration, I hope it will continue. I think working
effectively with the administration and the faculty is
very important.
ARBITER: The senators and the executive officers

go towards added evening
campus security. According to .
Dr. Asa M. Ruyle, Vice-President of Financial Affairs,' 'There
is currently only one police
officer on campus from 6 pm to
llpm. The increase will allow
for another to be hired during
that time period."
The board also approved
budgets of $15.8 million for
BSU, $17 million for ISU, $2.8
million for Lewis and Clark State

an ~stronomical
CoIIege an d
$25.3 million for U of I.
In other board action BSU was
authorized to transfer funds
from the Business school to the
Nursing program. Funds will be
transferred from the business
and finance dept. and the
economics
dept. totaling
$61,300. The extra funds were
needed to pay the salaries of
three faculty members.

traditionally make numerous public statements
encouraging students to get involved with their student
government; to attend meetings, sit on committees,
apply for positions,' etc.
Yet
there are no
student-at-large
members on senate standing
committees the Financial Advisory Board, a vitally
important budget hearing committee has half of its
membership comprised of senators, and I understand
there is a move being considered to place senators on
the Personnel Selection Committee, the group that
interviews and recommends for job placement in ASB
position. Don't you think actions of this sort can be
viewed as an attempt by existing members of the
student government to keep a strangle. hold on the
important committees and therefore keep the input of
the average student at a minimum?
.
Rudd: Concerning senate standing committees, in the
past when there were ad hoc committees which
included student members, I was one out of four.
Within four weeks, I was the only one left. Usually the
student-at-Iarge members just go their own way in a
couple of weeks. During this past year when I was a
senator, I would have loved to have a student-at-Iarge
member. They're not paid for their participation and
they're not actively recruited, and they don't stick
around very long. I had an orientation meeting with the
new senators and I pointed out the fact they would have
two students-at-large on their committees. Whether
they'll follow up on this, I don't know.
In regard to the Financial Advisory Board, they are
only an advisory board to the senate. They can make
recommendations and budget cuts, but it still all goes
to the senate. That's way half the membership is
comprised of senators. Hopefully, by having senators
on the FAB, when the budget finally does come before
the senate, the senate members can more fully explain
why the FAB voted as they did and therefore cut down
on the debate time in the senate meeting. It's very
difficult to get a member who is a non-senator to even
come to the senate meeting. I don't think having
senators on the FAB is all inequitable. It's fine the way
it is.
As far as Personnel Selection goes, I am not aware of
any proposal to place senators on that committee. All
the senators are already ex officio members, non-voting
members of this committee.
I will encourage the
senators to attend Personnel Selection meetings
whenever possible. I don't think it would be a good
idea to have senators as voting members. Personnel
Selection is an extremely important committee and this
year Mike (new ASB President Mike Hoffman) has cut
down his own service award and given the cut to the
Personnel Selection Chairman. They have to actively
recruit studentsto apply for ASB positions. I don't feel
they've done that in the past, but I hope they start to.
They need to know how to interview applicants.
Certainly the students who are being interviewed need
to impress the committee, but the committee also needs
to impress the students. I know that a lot of students
who've gone before Personnel Selection have really
been turned off by the committee itself and their
attitude toward the interview or the person who is
applying for the job. They think that if this is the way
student government is then they don't want any part of
it. If the government of the students is turning
students off, that defeats its purpose. The concept of .
the Personnel Selection Committee is excellent, but the
problems lie with their procedures.
ARBITER: In looking at the first appointments made by
the new administration, there seems to be a strong
tendancy to keep the same people, former senators,
members of the last administration etc. in positions of
power; in some cases placing one person in several
positions or committees. Wouldn't you agree that
actions of this sort is going to diminish the opportunity
of gettin new blood into the ASB?
Rudd: Most of the appointments that have been made
so far are only temporary.
We're trying to follow

Approval of a $2.75 million
. d
d
housi
.
marne stu ent ou~tng project
was postponed until the May
meeting of the board.
This
project currently would cost the
full-time student an additional
$10 per semester
and the
part-time student an additional
one dollar per credit hour. The
postponement ,,:as due. to a
request by student body officers
who wanted more time to study
the project.

through on a lot of projects started by the ~ast Senate.
That's why so many of the temporary appointments-are
old senators. The majority of the appointments have
not been filled, we're still waiting for more people to
apply. But in a case where only one person applies for a
position, there's not much we can do. We can't grab
some guy off the street and appoint him to a position. I
know there are a lot of talented students out there who
would do a good job, but I don't know how to reach
them'. Right now we're waiting for them.

, ',Altho~gh C()irtpetitionfo~ th~
"'best work ,possible is ,a drivmg ",
force iti'College, students' who
earn PoOr grades may become,
, "depressed and see themselves'
_Wfu~'in:-~h,·ili.'·~~~~~~d~~.~~~~

'~--'~~~~'-'~'~'~~-~'~'~'~'-'~'~'--'-~'-'~'~~'~~-~~~~~~-~-~-~~~~,
[

Cooperati~.i, and'"Development '
(OECD): .~, 'as well: asvsome
"ecOnomic concessions to those
elites, "These types ,of concessioris are exemplified , by the.'
, curtent 'negotiations " between'
the, Saudi 'Arabhln government
and Aramco ',(the
Arabian
American: Oil. CompanY'.which ,
,represents Exxon, Mobil, Texaco.rand Standard
Oil of
'" ,'California) over' .ownership 'of,
. the Saudi oil fields. The Saudis'
want '1000/0 ownership and
they'll get it; Aramco will be
" satisfiedwith a,steady supply of
'oil, ' any resultant increase in '
prices' can.be easily passed on to
consumers.
In return for these concessions
the ruling , efites', of, trilater~l"
client.• states' are expected to
,further the goals ' of 'trilateral
foreign', policy,'
A current
example ,of the, role 'of such
client states 'can be found in the
action of MoroccO iJiihe cOnflict
in 'Zllite's, ,Katanga pro'Yiri~e.'
. Motoccohas',int¢rvene,d' miHta~ ,
; rily;to~"pre~enf;'~ffie~':take()ver;of:.; ,
Katanga by leftists Kantangan~ ,
, ese exiles' based' in Angola.
, Morocco .has· tong '.been a
recipient of Amencan aid and its ,
ruler, King Hassan, was recent"lynamed as being among those
, receiving',' CIA." payoffs. ' Not
, ',incidentaIly, Ainericanmultinational corporations have, huge
investments in mining ,operati~
ons in Katanga. Also, Zaire is '
'heavily in debt to foreign
,'lenders; ,primarily American,·
and loss of .Katanga;by far its
wealthiest province, would rna'ke defa:ult, on those debts
virtual certainty.,
','
'. '
Thusfilrthe
U.S. has limited
its ,role to .supplying, several,
million dolhirs worth of supplies
" to the Zairean government while
lea~ing:the military role to the
Zaireansand
~orciccans ._. a
typical trnateralstrategy."
"
The, Trilateral' Commission's
analysis'o!
:tren'ds
in' the
developedcciuntries'
can ,be
found in,its'book: TDE"CRISIS
OF DEMOCRACY (NYU Press,
C9P)rrj~6ted'1?Ythe.~om~ission) ,;

•

students, good, grades, '~is, to'
' However, this would not help
.their (the: students') detriment;'
in easing the' tensions-. from '
authority', and the, unmasking'
,'could well be adding fuel to the
There's a.Iot 'more to College
competition. Administrators'
and delegitimationof legitimate
flames ..•'N'eeded instead is, a
"than 'classrooms, 'and that's "feelthat
some change in the way
.institutlons.ithelr behavior congreater degreeofJI1oderatio~in
, personal development."
students are, graded may help, .
trastingwith' that. of, the .also
democracy;'
_ , ',"
, The school has a' number of
but they have to figure a way of
increasing numbers of technoc- ,
(quoted in AMERICA, Februaryadvising programs
to' help
maintaining the University's
,5, .977)
.,
•
"
-. students, cope with stress
'high standards,
,
ratic andpolicy oriented intelle"ctuals; ,,",','
..
':,
' , ,"It'Il be" interesting 'to see if"
broughton by the 'competition
"Those are felt to be the'"
, Al Smith once remarked .that
CarteFactuatly believes his own ..
f~r top grades, but some feel
hardest problems of all, because
'the only cure' for; the 'evilsnf
, rhetoric concerning human rigthat ,this.is not 'enough. The
no one can say that' grades, or
, democracy i~ moredemocracy.'
hts, or whether' he remains a'
Vice-Chancellor of Student- Af~
"
any other specific item, is the
Our' 'analysis 'suggests 'that
, truetril~teralist
heart; 'I'm
fairs said that he would like to
.not
optimistic.
"reconstruct
thesysterr;
in
some
applying that cure at present
cause.'
,

]coiit.lr~m page .4]', " "
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way
put more emphasis
" cOnceptS, ptinciples andprob.
.lem soiving," something he
thinks ''is' missing from the .
:current system" He argues for a
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Thls mammoth pizza was sold In the Snack Bar for ten cents an ounce •

..Whoopee Week, a Special Events Week, was
proclaimed by the Student Union Programs Board
as a \ast big fUng before the end-of -semester
grind. Marty Weber cpordinated the events, along
with· trusted sidekick Steve Corbett.
Activities included:
• a kissing booth at the Snack Bar for lost
wayward souls
• a pie eating contest for pigout freaks
Renowned crlmlnallawyer F. Lee Bailey lectured on the ,problems and
inequities in the American legal system.

Students were treated to an outdoor picnic In the park on a balmy Sunday aftemoon.
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'..a SuperJeams contest betwetm the dorms for ..,
. frustrated athleteS .. ..... ..... .... .'
.
. • a~~GongShQw"forJrlIstratedentertainers!
,I,
..• -a blues concert for· fortUnate·ientertainees·· '.
,.anotfbeaf"SaturdaYNight
live"takeoff on .
Wednesday night ••". ".
" ..' '. . . .
• 'a music festival all day Thursdilyfor jazz freaks
• a lecture for buddinglawvers(orclientS) .
.
. .·a picnic dinner for adventurous spirits'. ',•.....
.:-.
• a film festival fot old-time comedy fanatics
'"
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Huerta reveals workers' progress
It would be good for Idaho farm
workers to have, the same
benefits that those elsewhere
have."
Huerta, in her speech, outlined
some of the problems the UFW
has been having in the past few
years. "We first started with
70,000 members in California.
Soon after we organized, the
Teamsters came in and ... coerced the workers into joining
them, and really made it
impossible for a long time to
have elections (to go back to the
UFW)."
However, through the courts,
the UFW has gained much
ground lately. "The Teamsters
are finally out of the fields of
California. The reason they got
out is that they couldn't match
our attorneys and ... our legal
aides. We have a lot of students
who ... work for our legal department, (and) when we have court
hearings against the growers,
they handle them instead of
,regular attorneys.
But every
time (the Teamsters) have a
hearing, they have to pay a
high -priced attorney. They've
spent about $2 million trying to
fight us, and finally gave it up as
being too expensive."
Legally, Huerta described the
UFW in California as in •'really
good shape. Proposition 14 (the
California growers' -workers'
relations law) makes it possible
for farm workers to have
elections for unions, gives them
protection from being fired

"The way we will try to
educate these people is through
organization,"
says Dolores
Huerta, vice-president of the
controversial
United Farm
Workers' organization (UFW).
She goes on to explain, "There
are. so many ways we can help
educate (disadvantaged farm
workers); for instance, we can
create the opportunity for public
education for their children .... "
Huerta spoke at BSU on April
15 as a part of Boise State's
MECHA
(Chicano
organization)-sponsored
Chicano Week activities.
Huerta, along with present
UFW president Cesar Chavez,
founded the union in 1962 from
several fragmented groups that
were formed as early as 1955.
"When we started, the standard
wage for farm laborers was
about fifty cents an hour. Now,
depending on the job, a laborer
can get up to $6 or $7 an hour" ,
she states.
As of yet, the union's activities
have been centered around
California, but now that California law has established protection under the law for farm
workers, the UFW is looking to
expand. Idaho, as of yet, is not
one of the UFW's main target
areas, according to Huerta, but
"Regulations
by the Farm
Bureau Fegeration in Idaho
make it, in effect, illegal to
strike, illegal to boycott, illegal
to hold elections on the fields
(for the formation of a union) ...

was', in other words, to have a
law without
funds.
The
campaign worked, since no new
law was passed,
but the
legislature then re-funded Prop
14.
It backfired on the
growers."
"Some of the worst companies
we have to deal with today are
the oil companies, and they are
the people that are starting to
, own all the land in California,"
states Huerta concerning some
of the UFW's present problems.
"Just in the last two or three
years in California, the people
who own the land are not the
small farmers anymore .... The
same thing is happening in the
State of Washington."_
At
present, Huerta is negotiating
contracts with land owners and
operators to insure reasonable
- working conditions in the fields.
"The United Farm Workers
are the largest organized body
of Chicanos in the United States
today," says Huerta. This, she
feels, can be a useful tool in
giving Chicanos "awareness of
their place and what they can do
, about it."

,.
Dolores Huerta, vice-president and co-founder of the United Farm
Workers' organization, spoke last Friday on the education of
disadvantaged farm workers through organization. [Photo by Ferguson]
administration. A new law was
proposed in its place, and
immediately . growers started
waging
a public
relations
campaign to 'keep the law as it

without reason, and makes
provisions for protection during
a strike." Even Proposition 14
has had its troubles. "Recently
Prop. 14 ran out of funds for

"The ice has been broken; now
farm workers in every state
should have an organization,"
she remarks. "Once the people
are brought together, and learn
how to work together, and you
have organization, then all kinds
of miracles can happen.
And
that's what we see happening
now."

Roadblocks make Basque situation precarious
by Jim Crawford
Forelgn Correspondent
As the promised amnesty
approached for the remaining
Basque political prisoners, there
were more road controls than
ever before in the Basque
provinces
for no apparent

=

=

reason. On March 8, near
Beasin in Guipuzcoa one such
roadblock was responsible for
two deaths.
At 4:30 in the afternoon, a car
driven by Francisco Badiola was
stopped at the control when,
according to the Guardia Civil,
an occupant in the backseat of

of Badiola the driver, all alleged
members
of the outlawed
organization ETA.
According to the Guaria Civil,
the officer closest to the car
managed to.elude all six pistol
shots fired at point blank range
before returning fire. The pistol
firing the initial shots was not
found in the ensuing investigation.
~
To complicate the mysterious
circumstances, after the police
autopsy in Tolosa. the bodies
were
anonymously
buried
somewhere in the province of
Navarra without notification of
the families of the dead.

the car began firing at point
blank range. Reacting to the
shooting the Guardia Civil
machine-gunned the car's occupants.
The' results of the
action were the deaths of
Sebastian Goicoechea Marizcurrena and Nicolas Mendizabal
Barnandiaran and the wounding
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The two mysterious deaths of
the supposed ETA members
brought cries of outrage from
the four Spanish Basque Provinces. The Basques claimed
the incident was an intentional
ambush and the Guardia Civil
claims self-defense, only the
Guardia will know for certain.
On the same night of the
deaths, ETA called the Spanish
Government from its headquarters in France. The spokesman
explained
that ETA would
forgive the deaths because they
wanted peace and amnesty.
They further continued, however, that if there was any more

injustice. steps would be taken
to protect Euskadi.
March 9th was a day of general
strikes in protest of the deaths.
In the evening, masses were
held all over the Basque
Provinces for the two dead
youth. After the masses there
were open protests staged in
many town plazas consisting of
singing and chanting.
In Mondragon, a town 7 miles
from Onate, the protest in the
plaza was interrupted by the
Guardia Civil.
The police
blocked off all escape routes
from the plaza and- fired
rubber-bullets at the protesters
for a period of time estimated at
a half-hour.
On March 13th at 2:30 am a
car containing off-duty Guardia
Civil was returning to the
Guardia Civil Station from
Mondragon where they. had
been passing time in a discotheque. As their car reached the
outskirts of Mondragon, they
were stopped by another car
with two occupants.
Upon
stopping, the individuals in the
other car emerged and machine-gunned the plainsclothes
Guardia Civil members.
The
result of the action was one dead
and two wounded. one critically
with subtantial head injury.
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BCCA slates ']]-']8 concerts
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"Measure for Measure" is a
new instrumental group combining three .young artists in a
diversified program from familar classics to popular selections. The. young women are
Joan Spergel, cellist, Karen
Karlsrud, violinist, and Amy
Shulman, harpist.
Duo-pianists Frances Veri and
Michael J amanis are a talented

Voice students hold recital

Classic 'Don Juan'
retu rns to Ada

~EVERY MONDAY 8·12PM
-te
. *All shots of
*PANCHO VILLA
Y
~
*TEQUILA'
~
:Drawings for T-shirts, Sombre*ros, Belt Buckles. Dance tote
*Disco Music.
te
:EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
:
l4oCountry Western
& Disco+c
*Music
·te
~EVERY WEDNESDAY NlGm:te
,.DISCO DANCE CONTEST
,.Best couple on the Boor wins Ltc
of beer. Contest at 10PM.-te
lfEVERY THURSDAY NIGHT :-te
If''Down Memory Lane"
~
lfDance to music of the 40's, 50's,iC
~& 60's, & Disco Music.
ole
lfFRIDAY & SATURDAY NlGHTt
lfDance to the latest Disco Muslcte

SO). ~
t

t

~case

~***************~
If EVERY NIGHT
~
:Spirits-Games.Danclng
~
*Pinball.Foosball.Pool
~
*Happy ~our-2 for 1
-iC
:Monday-Frlday
5PM.7PM, Note
*Cover Charge
~

~UNClE SAM'S DISCO:
712 N.ORCHARD
[formerly The Turtle]

baritone.
They will be
accompanied by Anna Holley
and Shirley Raasch.
The recital .will feature .solos
and ensembles of all musical
periods and styles-Bach
to
Broadway musical.
All students, faculty, and the
public are cordially invited to
attend this complimentary concert.

Voice students from the studio
of Catherine Elliott will be
presented in recital Wednesday,
,April 20, at 4:30 PM, in the.
Special Events Center on the
campus of Boise State University. ,
Those performing
will be
Jackie Dodson and Joni Damiano, sopranos; Mike Elliott;
tenor; and Gerald Morelock,

:****************
,.. . TEQUILA PARTY ~

~

young couple. Their youthful
exuberance and refreshing vitality have brought new personality and interpretation to duopianism.
The local representatives for
BCCA in the BSU community
are:Mrs. Lois Chaffe, 3 Mesa
Vista Dr., Boise: Phone 3439636, Mrs. Frances Bronson, 35
Mesa Vista Dr., Boise: Phone
342-6279, Mrs. Frances Brown,
3501 Rose Hill, Boise: Phone
343-1091.
'
Notice to current
BCCA
members: Saturday, April 23,
Barry Morell will perform the
last concert of the present
season. Morell is a worldwide
acclaimed American tenor who
is a regular member of the
Metropolitan opera and who
performed in Boise for BCCA in
1970 with much success and
rapport.

Renown." This is one ofthe few
famous "Big bands"
still
remaining active and listenable
music.
Brown's 17-member
band will be joined by Ray
Eberle, Paula Kelly and the
Modernaires, all original singers with the Glenn Miller band.
The current tour will be a salute
to the great Glenn Miller band.
The current tour will be a salute
to the great Glenn Miller and
the distinctive Miller sound.

The 47th annual membership
drive for Boise Community
Concert Association is scheduled for April 18-23 inclusively. Volunteer workers have their packets and members desiring to renew for the 1977-78 season are urged to do so
promptly.
.
Mrs. Loren Basler, President
of the BCCA has announced the
following concert holds for next
season: October 8, Les Brown
and "The Band of Renown",
January 23~ 1978, "Measure for
Measure", February 1, duopianists,
Frances Veri and
Michael Jamanis.
Two additional concerts will be selected
following the close of the
campaign.
Headquarters for the campaign
will be located in the lobby
fronting the ballroom on the
Fairview Avenue side of the
Downtown Sheraton, Boise.
Mmes. Marjorie Larson. and
Drue Alpert, co-chairwomen of
the campaign will work in the
office assisted by Mrs. Bethel
Wilkins, secretary. Mrs. Erma
Davis, representative from the
CCA west coast headquarters
will also be present.
Office hours will be from 10 am
to 5 pm, Monday through
Friday, and Saturday, 10 am till
1 pm, April 18-23. The office
phone is 343-0151 and the
mailing address is P.O. Box
7311, Boise, 83707.
Annual
memberships of five concerts
are priced at only $10.
No
tickets' for individual concerts
are available. Memberships are
in demand and are limited to the
seating capacity of Boise High
School auditorium where concerts are performed.
The headline attraction is Les
Brown and "The Band of

~
~

*"
****************t

Don Juan, played by John
Barrymore, was a handsome,
famous lover who fell madly for
demure little Mary Astor.
Throughout the movie he keeps
rescuing her from all kinds of
horrible fates. His sword-fight
duel with villainous Montague
Love is rated the finest ever
filmed ..

Ever hear of John Barrymore?
Mary Astor? Warner Oland (the
original Charlie Chan)? Myrna
Loy? How about Montague
Love? They were all stars in the
famous silent movie "Don
Juan" that is making a return
engagement to the Ada Theatre
after 50 years.
That film was shown on
opening night in April of 1927
and has been found for a
re-creation which will be held
Tuesday, April 26 at Bp.m,
Gaylord Carter,
a famous
organist from California, will
play the mammoth theater
organ to accompany this silent
thriller.
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Harold Lloyd in the hilarious
silent short "Billy Blazes" will
also be shown. This is a western
comedy, and Carter will use
some of the organ's special
effects--especially the horses
hooves-for this one.
The fiftieth anniversary celebration is sponsored by the
Egyptian Foundation, a local
group dedicated to preserving
the theater and its pipe organ;'
Tickets are souvenir newspapers of eight pages with
articles and ads from 1927.
They are available at the Ada
box office, priced at $4.
Purchasing in advance will
. guarantee a seat for the special
movie which has not been seen
since it was withdrawn from
circulation when the "talkies"
arrived.

Film views ten Boom
opportunity to hear her share
many of her memories about her .
life in Holland, her family, and
her lifetime of service to
others."
Bliss added that the film
"offers a great lesson in the
perserverance of a personal
faith in a very dark and trying
period of world history. Corrie
THE HIDING PLACE, a true
ten Boom, now in her eighties,
story filmed in Holland and
has a tremendous vitality, a
other European locations, is
deep spiritual commitment,
based on the experiences of
and a profound love for. her
Corrie ten Boom, who, with her
fellow man. . We believe we
father, sister, and brother,
have succeeded in transmitting
provided refuge for countless
a part of her zest, personality,
Jewish families. A secret room
and source of strength through
was constructed in their home
this
film."
as a hiding place for use during .
Bliss noted that the film
Gestapo raids. The ten Boom's
included "interesting sidelights
activities were discovered, and
on the experiences of the cast
they were' sent to prisons and
and crew during the filming of
concentration camps.
THE
HIDING PLACE."
According to Kenneth Bliss,
The
Reverend Dan Robinson,
Director of Distribution for
Director
of Baptist Student
World Wide Pictures, THE
Union
Church,
stresses that the
HIDING PLACE has been
showing
of
"CORRIE"
is open
extremely well received, both by
to
the
public
free
of
charge.
audiences and film : critics.
"We encourage families to plan
"CORRIE was produced to give
to
attend together, for what we
people who have seen THE
believe
will be a memorable
HIDING PLACE or read her
experience,"
he concluded.
many best-selling
books an

"Corrie: Behind the Scenes
with THE HIDiNG PLACE," a
new full-length color release
from World Wide Pictures, will
be shown at Nez Perce Room,
SUB, on Sunday, April 24. A
single showing is scheduled to
begin at 7:30 pm.

Istomin highlights
Philharmonic finale
on Carnation Night
There will be a carnation
awaiting each new and renewal
season ticket holder at the fifth
and final Boise Philharmonic
concert ofthe 1976-1977 season,
Tuesday, April 19, 8:15 P.M. in
the Capital High School auditorium.
Internationally
renowned pianist, EUGENE
ISTOMIN, will be the guest
soloist at both the Tuesday
evening series concert, and the
Family Night concert on Monday April 18 at 7:30 P.M.
Carnation Night, one of many
symphony traditions,
is not
unique to the Boise Philharmonic. "It is a borrowed idea" ,
commented 1977 Season ticket
chairman Jack Frink. "In fact" ,
he noted, "we brought the
concept to Boise during the time
I was President of the Philharmonic Association, in 1969."
Frink added that although many
symphonies use flowers other
than' the carnation, the concept
of rewarding early season ticket
purchasers with a spring-fresh
flower, remains the same.
This year's Carnation Night
Chairman is Vivian Petersen,
who is also President of the
Boise Philharmonic Guild, the
very active auxiliary of the
Philharmonic
Association.
Twelve Guild members will take
ticket orders
at the four
flower-decked tables in the
Capital High School lobby at the
April 19 concert. Patrons may
purchase their season tickets

prior to the concert, during
intermission,
or after the
performance.
However, new
. seat assignments will not be
made until later this spring and
the tickets themselves will not
be mailed until early next fall.
The Boise Philharmonic's exciting 1977-1978 season will be
announced to the current season
ticket holders in a brochure
mailed one week before the
concert. All persons renewing
their seats before Carnation
Night will find a carnation
pinned to thek concert hall seat
at Capital High School.
Judging from his past experience with the Carnation Night
orders, Frink estimates that
approximately 40 per cent of the
total season ticket sales will take
place on or before Carnation
Night. During, the 1976-1977
season, 1050 season tickets
were sold. The Capital High
School auditorium capacity is
1172. With his inside knowledge of the outstanding concert
season planned for 1977·1978,
Frink expects an equal if not a
higher number of season ticket
sales. The three prices remain
constant: $20, 18 and 15, for
each seat.
The Boise Philharmonic office
is located at 1020 W. Franklin.
Season ticket orders will be
taken every weekday, from 2 to
5 P.M. For further information,
call 344-7849.
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irtai~'topico{ B~iley's talk:.
·dealt'
with
Criticism
'of : 'the:
.
'.
.
, .
·Americari, criminal. justice .'' "•.
. .syste.m; .' Bai,ey··~tat~d,i·We·
'. have' sinlll1 .exc::use:to .i~o're
.:'Systemsthat work;better;,,·: He:
.. ~elievesthat
".the . Ame.~cal)
· system' should adopt elements
·of the American niilitary. system '.
as well as elements from the'·'
British criminaf justlce system~' .
·Those elements.fromthe Amer- ..
.
.
.'ican. military system . include
cro$s~exarilinationby the .jurors.'
and a.· non-unanimous verdict .
requiring two thirds for convic- .
.Charles Enlow, a former' BSU
tion, .Accqrding to Bailey in
student .with Madeleine Hsu
. the British system there "is no
.who is now studying pari~time .•.
· nonsense" in'thecourtroom and:
.' .at the.Juilliarq School in New
the attorneys are of the highest.'
'.'-.' Yark, recently' gave a , piano .
. ~tandards. .Anot~er point W9:S •
recital on April 3 atthe BSU
thllt a' lawyer in.tbe
British'
. Music Auditorium~
.....
. system must do an intemship in ...
He performed worksJ)y Bach,
, a. court of trial and . crossBeethoven, ·Chopin,.Ravel, and
examinatiori.· These elements'
the Sonata .'.of . .26 by the
American: composer Samuel
Barber. '
Charles Enlow was recently the
.
piano winner of' the State.
comp,etitionof
the National·'
Federation. of Music.· Clubs,
winning a 5300 scholarship.
."'.
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Former' student"
recites .ot BStj'

The choreography has been
arranged. by B~rba!a Hosfo~d, • .'
Tom Kelly~ Mona~oore,Patti
Hilgart, .Ann' Graton, Aleta
Sales, Paul Rio and Kim Allen.

FreeAlka-SeltzeratSUB
. Students at the Boise State.
University. can obtain a free
sample of Alka-selzer and an
opportunity to, win one of four
. prizes consisting of $25 iil free .
books or cash at the' Student
Union Building .between the
hours of 11:30 and 12:30 on
Thu~sday, April 21, 1977 ...
.The .distribution of free sampies will continue on ~everal
occasiolisthroughout the spring .
semester. at different· locations
.
,'\

..

;.,'

on campus to insure th~t every'
interested
student has . the
opportunity to receive a sample.
PI~yboy's campus representatives will'be
conducting the,
sampling' campaign for Miles
Laboratories, the .makers of
.Alka-Seltzer, on more than' 300 '
campuses nationwide.
The
sampling activity is only one
part of a. nationwide, advertising .'
campaign to introduce. Amer~
ica'scollege students 'to Alb~
. Seltzer. .
.

..:.

F~.Lee Bailey
are absentitl.the·American'
. system..
. . .'
.
During the: question
and
.answer period Bailey was a~ked
. his feeling on' capital punish'ment,
to which .he jokingly
replied, "I .believe in capital
.punishment only'when I am the.
. injured party."
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The Boise State baseball team
hopes of capturing a NOR-PAC
baseball
league title took a
drastic turn for the worse last
weekend as the Gonzaga Bulldogs took three out of four
games at the Bronco Diamond.
• The Broncos lost both games
Saturday.
In the 4-2, home
opener,
the Bronco diamond
crew ran into a five-hit pitching
performance
by Lance Woodruff, who held the Broncos
scoreless until two outs in the
ninth when Alan Leist cracked a
two-run homer for the home
team's only tallies.
The Zag's Claude Sammons
and Larry Patterson both belted
solo homeruns
off of losing
pitcher Tom Williams. Patterson's blast hit over the right
field wall and came to rest
somewhere in the tennis courts.
The only things the Bronco
fans had to cheer about in the
first game besides
the Leist
four-bagger were some fantastic
fielding gems turned in by the
Bronco fielders.
Among them
was a diving circus catch by
second baseman Dale Baldwin
of a sinking lined rive hit over his
head in the fourth inning.

You might say the Broncos
got hung up in the wind in their
12-8 second game loss. When,
in the bottom of the seventh
inning with the score tied at 8,
BSU third
baseman
John
McHenry
sent a long, high,
linedrive
deep to left field;
unfortunately
for McHenry and
the Broncos, the wind held the
ball and it was caught for the
third out of the inning.
The Broncos took a 7-3 lead in
the bottom of the fourth with a
five run uprising. The festivities
got under
way when
BSU
catcher Steve Roach led off with
a double.
One
out later,
shortstop Brian Efaw slashed a
line drive up the middle scoring
RO;J.ch. A new Bulldog pitcher
was brought in and he promptly
got himself into trouble when
Dale Baldwin hit a slow roller
back to the box, which the
pitcher,
attempting
a double
play at second, threw the ball
into centerfield, putting runners
at first and third. Frank Lacoco
loaded the bases by walking.
McHenry followed with a triple
to the 370 sign in rightfield to
bring in three Broncos.
The
Broncos made it 7-3 when Tim
Cavan singled home McHenry.

the top of the seventh with a
pair of walks and a triple by
former BSU player Bob Mcilwain.
In the bottom of the seventh
the Broncos failed to put a run
across but the crowd was sent to
its feet by McHenry's long drive
to the wall.
The Zags put the game on ice
in the top of the eighth when
they loaded the bases on walks
and collected three runs on a
towering triple to right.
In Sunday's wind-swept twin
bill,
Bronco
pitcher
Mike
Crnkovich held on despite a wild
and nervous" seventh inning to
beat Gonzaga 4-3 in the opener.
The Broncos pushed
runs
across in the top of the fifth
when Roach was safe on a error,
Steve Patton
singled,
Brent
Maxwell was safe on an infield
hit to load up the bases. Wally
Foster promptly doubled in two
runs.
The Broncos added two more
runs in the sixth with a leadoff
double by Roach, who scored on
Patton's double to center. Brent
Maxwell followed with a sharp
grounder
between
first
and
second- the Zags first baseman

\

\

West, Hogan star

in Bronco scrimmage
The Boise
State
football
squad prepared for this Saturday's
Blue-White
scrimmage

with an offense versus defense
skirmish Friday afternoon.
In
the forty minute
clash, the

Action .Deb as this ,near lnterceptloa typI8ecI the high-spirited
scrfinmage which the Bronco football team had FrIday afternoon. [Photo
by Marty Moat.]

defense
offensive

was edged
by
squad 18·17 'Iz •

the

Impressive individual efforts
were turned in by cornerback
Ken
West
and quarterback
Hoskin Hogan. West intercepted one pass,
deflected
two
others, recovered a fumble and
made
three
tackles.
Hogan
completed a four-yard TD toss
to receiver Lance LaShelle, after
hitting Lambert Davis with a
39-yard bomb.
Coach
Jim
Criner
cited
defenders
Ken Harbuck, Dave
Williams, Nash Balentine, and
Sam Millet for outstanding play.
On offense,
Criner
lauded
LaShelle
and tailback
James
Jackson.
The Stud Hoss Award, given
to players who symbolize hustle,
'determination
and outstanding
play, was awarded to LaShelle
on offense and Dave Williams
on defense.
At this point in the season,
Hoskin Hogan appears to have
wrapped up a starting job in the
Alumni-varsity
game,
though
next weekend's
Blue-White
game gives freshmen
Kevin
McDonald
and Jeff Mott an
opportunity
to break
past
Hogan.
The Alumni·Varsity
game .is scheduled for April 30
in Bronco Stadium.

twin bill at Provo, and then
traveling to Seattle for a pair of
twin bills next Saturday
and
Sunday against Seattle in the
Kingdome.

threw home to get Patton, but
the BSU rightfieider
knocked
the ball out of the catcher's mitt
'to score.
Crnkovich ran into problems'
in the top of the seventh by
giving up two runs and then
loading the bases with two out.
With a 3-2 count on McIlwain,
the Gonzaga batter took Crnkovich's pitch to the wall in right
field where it was caught by
Frank Lacoco for the final out of
the inning.

Bronco Baseball
Notes: Kent
Hollingsworth'
stole his 31st
base against U of I the previous
weekend,
breaking the record
formerly held by teammate Dale
Baldwin- set last year.
It was learned from a fairly
reliable
source that Gonzaga
spent the night,' in a local
laundromat
after Saturday's
doubleheader
because it seems
they mussed their uniforms and
didn't
want' to appear'
at
Sunday's gamesIn dirty clothing. Who says baseball doesn't
have its charm?

Boise jumped to an early 2-0
lead in their 7-4 loss to Gonzaga
in the second game of the
doubleheader.
Frank Lacoco hit
a round tripper, John Mchenry
tripled and scored on a Wally
Foster sacrifice fly. The Bulldogs staged a rally in the top of
the second to tie the game at 2
apiece.

NOR-PAC

STANDINGS

The Bulldogs tied the game in
the third when the Broncos
committed
some untimely
errors. The Boiseans took a 4-3
lead in th third on a single by
Cavan, a Brent Maxwell double,
and RBI producing
single by
Steve Roach and, a fielder's
choice on a Patton ground ball.
The Bulldogs put the game
out of reachin the fourth with a
four run outburst. The Broncos
were stopped the rest of the way
by Gonzaga pitcher Dave Smith.

Portland St.
Gonzaga
PugetSound
Boise State
Seattle
Idaho
Portland

The 1-3 weekend drops BSU
to 5-7 in NOR-PAC play and
19·14 overall. Gonzaga ran their
record to 7-3 to stay hot on the
heels of Portland State.
The Boise State nine take to
the road this week, playing
Brigham Young Wednesday in

SCHEDULE
Wednesday's

a

W
10
7
7
5
4
4
5

L PCT.
4 .715
3 .700
7 .500
7 0417
6 0400
6 .400
9 .357

GB
1
3
4
4
4
5

RESULTS
Sunday
SEattle 2-4, Portland State 0-5.
Portland 9-8, Puget Sound 2-7.
Gonzaga 3-7. Boise State 4-4.

Games

Portland at Portland State
Puget Sound at Seattle
Gonzaga at Idaho
Boise State at Brigham Young

(2)

Holman retires' as
gymnast coach
by Julie Howard
Boise State University women's gymnastic
coach Patricia
Holman announced
her resignation of that post Thursday to
be effective immediately.
She
will now devote her time to the
full-time job of teaching physical education at BSU.
"The primary reason for my
resignation is the lack of time to
do the kind of job that must be
done to maintain
a quality
program,"
Holman said.
According to Holman. under
the current structure
at BSU
75% of time is allotted
to
teaching
while only 25% (or
three
hours
class
time)
is
release time for coaching.
"Yet coaching is taking ten to
fifteen hours per week from
September
1 through
March
15,"
she
said.
"A
time
requirement
which is greatly
increased during the competitive season
with travel and
home meets."

A second reason
cited by
Holman is a recent development
concerning
salary
increases
based on merit which requires
research, publication,
and professional preparation in addition
to community
and university
service:
•'There is no way to meet the
criteria as long as one coaches,"
Holman said. "For the past
seven years I've helped to build
the gymnastics program here at
Boise State.
The, team
has
become very competitive.
The
building is done now and I feel
it's better to resign my coaching
position in hopes they will hire
someone who will have time to
. take over the building process
and tum it into .. competitiveness." .
'
Prior to H~lman's aJ.ival at
BSU in 1970 competitive gymnastics had not been organized
in the state of Idaho. Working
with local, high school coaches,
Holman
began
.setting
up
[coat. OIl page 18]
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.'hand~off in the mile relay or the
North Idaho' % ..
.vault. VVilsonc1eared the b;lr at
discus in a throw of 167-3. the
and :Ron Chattertori'sthird
leg
irregular spacing in' the back
of the relay p~tBoise ,State'
stretch of the 400-meter hurdles ....

a

race,

a

'.'

".':'
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Women netters
stretch win streak
to ten in row
by Julle Howard

The Boise State' women's
tennis team posted three more
victories at the Idaho State
Invitational last weekend to
boost their undefeated record to
10-0 for the season. The Broncos
blanked Salt Lake City's Westminster University 9-0 on Friday
and went on to defeat Montana
State 5-4 and Idaho State 7-2 to
claim the Invitational trophy.
Friday's match with Westminster came as a surprise to
the Boise State netters ..
"We didn't know anything
about them," said BSU coach
Jean Boyles. "But it was to our
advantage to compete with them
in order to get opening~day
jitters over with and to get used
to the courts."

I

I I
,
I

I,
\

\i

,

In Saturday'S
action the
Broncos went 5-4 over the MSU
Bobcats for the fourth time in
two years. The Bronco team of
Leslie Bastian-Patti Turner gave
BSU the winning edge as they
cam back from losing the first
set 3-6 to Howe-Culbertsqn and
defeated the Montana State
team 6-4, 6-2.

Boise State's Michelle Roe
suffered her first individual loss
of the season against MSU's
McDonough 6-4, 1-6, 6·4. Roe
defeated McDonough in the
season-opening match against
the Bobbats. but according to
Boyles, McDonough just came
back strong and outplayed her.
Roe still holds
the best
individual match record among
the Broncos at 9-1, while the
doubles team of Phyllis DuprasRoe remains undefeated at 9-0.

The final Invitational match
between Idaho State and the
Broncos determined the tournament winner. Boise State won
the match 7-2 with former BSU
competitor Darlene Muller defeating the Bronco's Nancy
Merrigan 6-2, 6-2, with Rogers
giving the Bengals their only
other victory defeating Patti
Turner 6-2, 6-1.
The Boise State squad continues season action this week as
they travel to Caldwell on
Tuesday, April 19 and host
Eastern Oregon State College
on Saturday, April 23 at 1 p.m,

Sports Quiz
1. Who holds the major league
career record and the National
League single season record for
most home runs by a third
baseman?

Long, Richardsen sign
to play for Boise State
The Boise State basketball
program signed two 6-9 players
,to national letters of intent
Thursday. Joining the Broncos
for the 1977-78 season will be JC
transfer Howie Long and prep
star Dave Richardsen.
Long, a 6-9 forward-center,
played for Bellevue (Washington) Community College last
season where he averaged 16
points and 10 rebounds per
game.
Richardsen, the 6-9 center for
Lake Oswego (Oregon) High
School last year, led his team to
the Oregon State High School

Skydivers

Basketball Tournament and was
Lake Oswego's
leading rebounder.
The signings bring to four the
numberof BSU players listed at
6-9 or taller. The others are 6-9
Tom Townsend and 6·91/2center
John Mayfield, who started
several Bronco games as a
fr~shman last season.
Long and Richardsen will
probably be used to fill the gap
left by Boise State's
only
graduating player, 6-8 Kevin
Goetz. Goetz was a starter at
forward late last year, averaging
13.9"ppg and 5.7 rpg in Big Sky
play.

2. What Pittsburgh Pirate holds
the record for best one-season
batting average by a shortstop
(.385)?
3. What San Francisco Giant
was the only person to ever hit a
grand shim in his first major
league baseball
game?(The
player no longer plays for the
Giants(
4. Who is the only first baseman
ever to win the triple crown?
'3ptPD n01 'f7
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Holman retires ...

set demo
[cent. from page 16]
The Boise State Skydivers will
conduct a demonstration jump
over the' BSU campus Friday:
April 22 at 1:00pm.
The
jumpers will hind in the field'
behind the Student
Union
Building.
An open house will be held
following the demonstration at
the Jump Wes! Parachute,
Center in Star at 3:oo'pm. The
public ,isinvit~d ,t()the. open"
house and the party to be held
afterward featuring all the beer
you can drink for $1.00.

r

I

,

workshop clinics throughout the
state helping
to establish
organized competitions. That
first year the meets were held
mainly within Idaho and northern Utah, but the third season
BSU took three girls to regionals
and the caliber of the Boise
State gymnastics team has been
'increasing every' year to the
point where last year the entire
team of six qualified
for
regionals and this year seven
gymnasts represented BSU at
the Missoula regional competition. '
Lyle Smith, Athletic Director
at Boise State, and Connie
Thorngren. Women's Athletic
Director, both praised Holman

not only for her coaching
contribution to the university,
but for her overall contribution
to 'the community.
"Pat has not only done an
excellent job at BSH but has
been very influential in developing the gymnastics program
throughout the community, ..
said Thorngren.
"She's done an outstanding
job in getting the gymnastics
program off the ground," Smith
- added. "We regret that the time
requirement will not allow her to
continue her coaching duties."
Holman's replacement will be
hired through
the athletic
department for the part-time
position of coaching only.

tsutokes All-Idaho
women's track
by Julie Howard

NAVY OFFICER.
,YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY
YOU GET THE STRIPES.
"

I,

THE MOMENT
'

A lot of big corporations offer you a big title. But how many
offer a young college graduate a really important job?
As a Navy Officer,you don't have to wait to do a job that
counts. We give you one as soon as you've earned your commission.
A job with responsibility for the lives of others, and for millions
of dollars of complex equipment. A job that requires skill and
leadership. A job that Navy Officershave been doing proudly
for 200 years.
If that's the kind of job you're looking for, speak to a
Navy recruiter. You'll find that Navy Officershave unequalled
opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power, Aviation, and
Engineering. Or call toll free 800-841·8000.
(Portland, 221-3041, collect) Early responsibility. It's what being a
Navy Officeris all about.

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S· NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
~- - --
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Idaho State UNiversity's
depth proved to be too much for
the Broncos' Friday as the
Bengals ran away with the first
annual All-Idaho
Women's
title beating the .Boise State
team 89-63. Northwest Nazarene College came in third with
15 points while the one-woman
College of Idaho team failed to
score.
With twice as many entries as
BSU, the Bengals won 10 out of
17 events- scoring points in
every event except one and
placing both first and second in
five eventsto completely
dominate the first-annual event.
Peg Austin led her teammates
to victory as she placed first in
both hurdle events and the long
jump. Austin, who has already
qualified for the nationals in the
loo-meter hurdles claimed that
event with a time of 14.81. She
took the 4oo-meter hurdles in a
time of 1:07.26, while winning
the long jump by more than a
fooot with a leap of 17-101/2.
Kim Erekson was also a triple
winner in Friday's meet as she

once again proved herself to be
a one-woman team for BSU in
the field events, winning the
javelin, discus, shot put, and
finishing
second to ISU's
Sherman in the high jump.
Erekson
threw the discus
125-11~, hurled the javelin
119-111/4 and won the shot with
a toss of 40-101/2BSU's Connie Figueroa won
the 1500 meter run at 5:14.98
followed by Bronco Barb Buchan in second at 5:15.6.
Bucahn was the lone runner in
the 3000 meter run, pacing
herself to a time of 11:47.33.
The Bronco two-mile relay
team of Alice Myers, Cindy
Jorgenson, Buchan, and Cindy
Woodworth took an easy victory
over the Bengals with a time of
10:44.64 to the ISU squad's
11:22.4. But the Bengals -captured the other three relay
events, winning the mile at
4:19.41, the 880 at 1:57.16 and
the 440 in a time of 50.74.
The women Broncos go on the
road this weekend as they travel
to Corvallis, Oregon to participate in the Beaver Invitational
on April 23.

. over 19-year'olcfDa~I' Da~-·
... kjns.,~owensis. thekey·.to· the .
. .nie:retulat-;,s¢asotl'.tn . the . ::. Celtic ,'fast1)reak,,as. his quick'
.National.BaSketbatfA~sociatiori. .. outlet.'p'asses start' the' Boston
hasbeguD. ;No\Y;'dQn'tg~t ~the .. ' team Qntheir:rusli-towards'the
.. ~gular season,whic~the~BA
basket~.philadelphia'sfr9nt,line
callsthe.playo~s, ~nfuse~lwith
."of George McGinnisand.iulius
"the pre.se~l1 sc!teddlfi,,,:hich'
. "D~.J"':Ervirig,isthe
'most
the' NBA 'labels, the :#egular.·
,exPlosivein the league, buLas .'.
s~ason.'Unless 'you'reone9f th'e' , .SU!1day'sg~iIiePointed out, the
. three menta.lpa~ie*~s~ho watch
. CelticfrOntlihe·oHofmer.UCLA
every on ot'the'82
sO~ca11ed
'. greats ~ydney:\VicksaridC~rtis .
regular season games, this' . . Rowe 'are. capable of.' pl8:ying' .
distinction should not be diffi~' . with them. The key:'to 76er
cult... ' ., ..... ",': ':, .... " . . hopes.are
closely intertWined
.The NBA: expanded,the,..
\\lith the play ofMCGitinis and
playoffsto incl\ldetvvelveteams
Erving: that if the pair' are .'
this year; which results in more
consistently.' held below 20
·dollars in the owner's .cOffers.... .pOintsapiece during each·gillne.
. .and a ·Iargerc paycheck.'for the' .: of.the series, the 'Philly squad·
. players. With the first iouild of.
will ~ dec1l1ring'.'Wait till pen' .
the'playoffscomplete~ ~ndfour :
year."
.
teams eliJtliriated (Detroit, San
Thebackcourt of JoJo White
Antonio; Cleveland andChicaand Charlie Scott fof B~ston is
go)the nationcan'settle'back for
the quic~est in the :league,·and .
quarter-finals; semi-fiilals and
.•viith Old Man Time~alias John·
·finals action. .
.Havlicek supplying, a steady
Quarter-final matchupspit
handaHhe controls, the Boston
the Golden State Warriors
'.team is well set for another run
against the . Pacific. Division
for the championship.
champion Ls Angeles Lakers,
Three or, 'four years ago '
the Portland' 'Trailblazers aSPORT magaiine ran' a feature
gainst the Midwest· .champion .'article entitled "The Celtics'
Denver NuggetS, the perennial
Time of Year" ,which referred
power Boston Celticsversus the
to the Celt domin~nce of the
Philadelphia .76ers-champions : .playoffs.. TheCeltics are.ready.
of the Atlantic DiviSion,and the "
Washington Bullets against .
· upstart .Houst~n-~inners .ill~the
'central·Division.
". '
~ ',' ".
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Boston. v.pbUadelphla

The 76ers' blew their' home-..
court advantage ,?ylosi,ngto the
C~ltics113-111on Sunday in the
first game oIthe·series; The
best-of~sevenseries .now favors
the Celtics; as Philadelphia has
·the unenviable task of winning
in the BOstonGarden in order to
take: the set..
. .The Celti~s match up well
against· .the ,Atlantic Division
· champs. Dave Cowens·has the
· edge in experienc~ and strength.

Bronco netters

..·winTVC~
····tourney

..
~lci~D S~
'

·v.io8~eles'.

.....

'TheRockets'~urPrisedev~tY~ " ' .. The .BlaZers. finally caJrte
one In ~eNBA this year by,<' together tllis year with, the'.
topping, th~'tpugh .C~ntral .:' blossommg of center'Bill:wal- .
Division; ted by,iiudytomjan-.
: tOli.,Walton..who led the league'
. ovicb and' 'Mike NewllD,:the'
. m rebo~nding;is helped on the
HoU~6n)'ivemust '·QOw., 'face
ftOtit' line by rugged Maurice
W!lshitigton'team~hich:
has"
Lueasand :swift Steve Gross.
,comeso dose to.the!'tBAcrOwnnu~.ba~kcourt
of Lionel Hollins
the last few <years that their . and DaveTwardzik,played well .
mouths water. ':'
....
in first round action: against
Led,by.Elvi!i Hayes and ·Phil "Chicago,but
they Will tie¢dto
. Chenier, 'the,' Bullets haveplaybetter~
ifthat~s pOssible~in
'. blended mthe youth of. Mitch'
order for the Blazers to triumph .'
Kupch~k and 'KevinGreveyto
over the Nuggets.
sp'ar~ ~~eirJ?lay'off)op~s.. ztheThe
lIJuggetshave four bona
.~igquestion, which. coach Dick.
fide all-stars in center Dan IsseI, '
Motta faces is· whether or not
forwllrds·.David,Thompson and·
the Bullets can play consistently
Bobby Jones, and guard Ralph'
through notonlythis series but
SimpsOn.Ted'McClain starts at
beyond, provided'they beat the
the other guard and· adds more
Rockets.The lack of consistency.
quickness to the .' attack. :The'
has . been the number' one
'.Nuggets have tto much fire.
problem all year for the Capitol
.Power to be denied a semi-final
city club.
, " ~. ,'.
berth, if not a final berth.:
, 'The Rockets have never been
Coach Larry. Brown of the
in a NBA playoff before,. alid
Denver'squad believes 'his team
,that fact alone" could . spell
cO,uldbecome the next· dyna!\ty
troubie. Wash,ington just has .'
in the NBA, and there exists
too much talent and.experience .' .little doubt to undermine his

a

· ,'The takers surprised them~
·'selves and-the rest of the Pacific .:
Division by wiriningthedivis~ .'..
·19nal crown. The, question'
· is' ",hether Kareem AbdulJabbar, the league's mimber ,',
two rebounder as well as scorer;
, c~n lead. his' squa<ft~. ayictory ,
over the other teams in the NBA.
playoffs~.. Outside ".of Abdul-'
Jabbar, the Lakersdo not have'a .
"single top' flight pi~yer. "
.
Such is riot. theca~e with
Golden. State, who features ..
Jamal Wilkes, CliffordRay,Phil
. Smith, . and Mr. .Eveiything- .
Rick Barry. Beyond the' starters
is.a bench which is consider.ed
the best in the league. The key.'
to the series will be how well the
, bench performs for the War- '.
riors. If they live up to their
potential, or even half of same; .
they should easily dispose of.
Jack Kent Cooke's dreams of a
title in., Los Angeles. The
Warriors should ilike the series
4 games to 2, if it goes that far.
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Use these coupons
and prove, two 'Can eat cheaper than one!
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Big Boy Combo
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Salad and Fries
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good ttuu May 15, 1977. One·
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coupon per customer, per visit. .
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Spaghetti Dinner
Italian Meat Sauce,
Texas Bread, Salad
Present this coupon at any of the
participC\ting Big Boys in your area .:
Offer good tbru May 15, 1977. One

0 ••••••••••••

-2 for
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coupon per customer per visit .
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#2 Breakfast ~

..

2 Eggs, French Toast,
Hash Browns
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thtu May 15, 1977. One

coupon per customer per visit.
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GRestaurants

SaD 5. Capital Blvd.
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